
I
f you plan to work in the service
improvement and performance
management field in Northern Ireland,

brace yourself for some fairly challenging
working days ahead. My colleagues and I in
the Performance Management and Service
Improvement Directorate within the Health
and Social Care Board for Northern Ireland
are sometimes collectively referred to as ‘the
dark side’. Others describe us as ‘rottweilers’! 

I have to admit, it does feel like the
Hollywood portrayal of the relationship
between the police and its Internal Affairs
Department at times. Our crime and the
reason some people look at us in this
fearful, even antagonistic way? We wish to
make things better and we are prepared to
hold individuals to account in making it
better.

When you look at performance issues,
you can see that it is everywhere in our lives
and we just simply take good performance
for granted. We go to the theatre, we
support our local team, we attend a concert
or watch a film and we expect that our
enjoyment of the experience will be based
on a good performance from those we are
paying for that service. Why expect less
when it comes to what we deliver in social
care? We may work in the service but we are
also actual or potential service users.

Elevated 
The establishment of one new Health and
Social Care Board for all of Northern
Ireland on 1 April this year elevated
performance and service improvement
functions and issues to a new level. This
now poses some searching questions for
those responsible for the delivery of social
care services:
• Where are the performance problems? 
• Where are the productivity issues?     
• Where do we need to improve?
• What can we do to achieve the

improvement? 
Naturally, the answers to these questions

can be found through collaborative effort.
The fundamental truth is that we all wish
things to be better, we are all up for making
changes that will lead to improvement (once
we overcome our fear of change) and we all
want health and social care to be as good as
it can be. At the end of the day, and most
likely at the end of our days, we will need
these services to be as good as they can be.

Yes, targets are somewhat ‘alien’ to the
social care field in Northern Ireland, less so
elsewhere in the UK. There has been a
culture within social care that led us to
believe that much of what we do is beyond
measurement. Of course, this is true for
some things but it should not be used as a

reason for not undertaking any assessment
of performance.

Targets do need to be right in the sense
that the outcome that is sought carries very
broad support, does not lead to perverse
outcomes and can be shown to have led to a
better outcome for those in receipt of care.

Thus we wish our children with mental
health problems to be seen more quickly; we
wish wheelchairs to be delivered more

speedily; we seek to arrange packages of care
and support quickly so that people can get
out of hospital without delay; we seek larger
numbers of people in receipt of a Direct
Payment; we wish to resettle everyone out of
unsuitable long-stay hospital provision, and
we want to see greater numbers of respite
care episodes.

The good news for those of us who work
in social care is that performance during
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Seamus Logan, Assistant Director of the new Northern Ireland Health
and Social Care Board, offered the keynote address to the BASW
Northern Ireland Annual Meeting in May, urging social workers to
accept centralised performance targets as an essential requirement
of driving service improvements

Why we should
embrace the
target culture
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2008/09 in Northern Ireland was good – the
end of year analysis showing a swathe of
green with few ambers and even fewer reds
(none of which were pure social care).
Without being complacent, this is good
news and we all need to get this message out
to our frontline staff.

The tragic death of Baby Peter led to a
second review conducted by Lord Laming.
He is often misquoted and even misrepre-
sented in what he said, hardly surprising
when one considers the highly emotive
nature of the events. It is worth taking a
little time to read his report in detail.

Powerful
One of his central recommendations is for
the creation of a powerful national
Safeguarding Delivery Unit (which in time
no doubt will come to be known as the
SDU). I believe this is a recognition that
there should be a strong centralised focus
on performance and improvement issues.
Without this and without accountability
from the point of referral to the point at
which the Director of Children’s Services
signs off the monthly performance report, I
would suggest there can be little hope of a
measurable improvement.

One other point, among many, that
Laming emphasises, is the need to invest in
better leadership training. For me,
leadership is everything. Of course, people
will only lead if others are prepared to
follow and there is a confidence factor
involved in this. But in a time of crisis, when
many are not sure of the way forward, there
is a need for professional and corporate
leaders to openly and publicly embrace
challenging targets. They need to commit
themselves to working in partnership with
service improvement leads and facilitators,
and to give this message to their staff so that
we begin the process of effecting the
necessary culture change. They should not
give or tolerate the giving of double
messages or worse, undermine honest effort

at service improvement. And yes, I can
assure you it does happen.

You see, those who seek improvements
are not a group of tyrannical Darth Vader
types from the ‘dark side’, seeking to
conquer all and rule the Universe through
fear. They do need your help and co-
operation because improvement is a
collaborative project. Nothing will get better
unless we are all prepared to make it so and
work together to make it happen.

Of course, there should be accountability.
In my experience to date, it is not a failure
to try and to fail, the only failure is not to
try. For me, the key leadership challenge in
social care is the leader’s responsibility to
firstly acknowledge the need for cultural
change and to show his or her commitment
to leading the change necessary for us to
deliver real improvements.

To conclude, in the words of the well-
known self help author, Alan Cohen: “It
takes a lot of courage to release the familiar
and seemingly secure, to embrace the new.
But there is no real security in what is no
longer meaningful. There is more security in
the adventurous and exciting, for in
movement there is life, and in change there
is power.”
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Social Workers’
Benevolent Trust

• SWBT provides financial help for social workers at
times of need.  For details about the criteria for
awarding grants and eligibility of applicants please
look at the BASW website, www.basw.co.uk and
follow the link to SWBT

• You can help your colleagues by making a
donation. SWBT welcomes one-off donations,
regular giving and legacies. If you would like more
information about how your donation can best help
the Trust please contact the Secretary via BASW

For further information please
contact the trust via BASW,

16 Kent Street,
Birmingham B5 6RD
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